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I

f asked to name the most valuable substance on earth, it’s likely that most people
would say gold, platinum or diamonds. Yet, people can live without gold or diamonds.
Think about trying to live without water.

This is the “Year of Water” at Utah State University, a year of exploring and celebrating

all the aspects of water that are impacted by the university’s three-fold mission of teaching,
research and service. Since its beginning, research supported by the Utah Agricultural
Experiment Station has examined water. Among the first UAES research bulletins in 1889
and 1900 were plans for irrigating farms and research plots, and experiments in dryland
farming. UAES embodies the USU Year of Water theme, “Water Expertise at its Source,”
and will continue to address critical water issues in Utah and beyond long into the future.
This issue of Utah Science offers a look at just some of the water-related research
currently underway with UAES support, and at how discoveries and new tools are making
their way from the lab and field to water managers and households. It’s not the sort of
work that is done well by lone scientists because, like all natural systems, water doesn’t fit
neatly into a single discipline. Whether researchers are studying water quality, conservation
or use, understanding this vital resource requires expertise in soils, climate, engineering,
sociology, plants, geology and economics — just to name a few. UAES support reaches
all those areas, brings together teams of researchers and aligns with USU Extension to
make important information accessible to people across the state.
Utahns face critical decisions about water as climate models predict less familiar
weather patterns and changing amounts of rain and snow. A drive to find solutions to
problems and share knowledge in the best ways we can motivates our faculty every day.
Whether they are breeding and testing plants that require less irrigation, teaching people
to better manage their landscapes or creating better models to predict the water we may
or may not have, our researchers know that being prepared begins before a challenge
becomes a crisis.
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4 Help Non-Thirsty Natives Feel at Home

Cultivating native plants that have evolved to thrive in dry conditions
could reduce the amount of water landscapes require. But natives can’t
simply be uprooted from the foothills and deserts and plopped in the
suburbs. Scientists are exploring which native plants have potential and
working to bring them to a nursery near you (provided that “near you“
means in the arid West).

12 Exploring the Water We Can’t See
Managing water supplies well begins with knowing how much water
you have. That’s more complex than measuring precipitation and runoff.
It means considering water through many phases, from the atmosphere
to deep underground.

16 Water Checks Pay in Drops and Dollars
Generally, people overwater home and commercial landscapes, but
it doesn’t have to be that way. The Water Check program shows
people how much water they use and waste and gives them irrigation
schedules that make more sense. Check out their success.

20 Water Initiative Report: Science at Utah State University
26 Fighting a Turf Battle with Science
Turfgrass isn’t the villain in the quest for low-water and sustainable
landscapes. The way we treat it is the problem. New varieties of turf
may require even less water and tolerate saline soils (and look good
doing it).

30 The Untapped Potential of
Water Conservation
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President, Utah State University
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Vice President for USU
Extension and Agriculture
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UTAH IS ARID, THE SECOND-DRIEST
STATE IN THE NATION IN TERMS OF
ANNUAL PRECIPITATION. IT IS ALSO
AMONG THE TOP TWO STATES IN
THE NATION FOR THE HIGHEST
PER CAPITA WATER CONSUMPTION.
THOSE THINGS COMBINED ADD UP
TO A BIG PROBLEM.

“A

s the population in Utah in-

well in a low-water landscape, that could sur-

creases, the amount of water

vive with limited amounts of water, but still

we’re going to have isn’t going

have the aesthetic qualities that we want to

to increase,” said Larry Rupp, professor in

get out of our landscape plants,” Rupp said.

Utah State University’s Department of Plants,

“Our take-home message is that we want to

Soils and Climate (PSC) and Extension spe-

conserve water in the landscape without re-

cialist. “One of the first places people look to

ducing the quality of life we enjoy from the

improve water efficiency is in the landscape

landscape. We don’t think you need to go to

because our landscapes use roughly 60 per-

artificial turf and cut down all of your trees,

cent of our drinking water.”

we can have our cake and eat it too.”

Trees are often used to shade houses and

Native plants are evolved to not only sur-

buildings from the hot summer sun, which

vive, but also thrive in dry conditions. This

can save energy, but as USU Professor of hor-

adaptation would make them seem like the

ticulture Roger Kjelgren explained, the types

perfect candidate for suburban landscaping,

of trees you plant can have a big impact on

however just because a plant can survive

how much water your landscape will require.

the heat doesn’t mean it will be a good fit for

“Below 5,000 feet there’s just not enough

a yard.

water to support big trees unless it’s along

Many native plants are so well adapted to

a river,” Kjelgren said. “Where we live, on

dry conditions that planting them in the arti-

the benches and the valley floors, is too hot

ficially water-rich yards of suburban Utah can

and dry to support trees without supplemen-

drown them. Other local trees may seem ide-

tal water.”

al, but don’t naturally have all of the qualities

A look at a few historic photographs from

consumers desire for landscaping, such as a

Utah’s early settlement days shows a native

straight stem, easy propagation, moderate

landscape starkly different from the ones

height, or attractive flowers, fruit and leaves.

city and suburb dwellers are familiar with

Researchers like Rupp and Kjelgren hope

today. Tree-lined streets and shady yards in

to bridge the gap between native and subur-

the valleys are the result of planting efforts,

ban by improving on the good qualities native

not because the trees were there naturally.

plants already have, and making them com-

Balancing the cooling effects and aesthetic

mercially viable to be sold in nurseries across

qualities of trees with their thirst for water is

the state.

becoming increasingly important. One way to

“If we were able to use more native plants

address the issue, the researchers say, is to

in our landscapes, that would be a way we

turn to native species.

can have nice landscapes, have trees, shrubs

“We always have our eyes open for any
kind of native plant that we think might work

and flowers, but not use as much water,”
Rupp said. – ET
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What do you get when you mix a shrub that basically grows
out of a rock with one that prefers to live next to rivers? That’s
just what Utah State University researchers were hoping to
discover during their quest to bring more water wise flora to
suburban Utah landscapes.

D

espite dry conditions across the state, Utah continues to be one
of the top per capita water consumers in the nation. Introducing
drought resistant plants into the urban landscape may seem like

a simple way to live with less water, but many plants that thrive in the arid
deserts of south central Utah die in the unnatural, damp conditions of a
suburban landscape.

6
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Silver
Buffaloberry

(shepherdia x rotundiflora)

Utah
Buffaloberry

Photos: Roger Kjelgren

Photo: Gary Neuenswander

(shepherdia x argenta)

(shepherdia x utahensis)

“If you put too much water on plants that

“One grows only in southern Utah…It has a

don’t naturally grow along a river, they will

very blue color which allows it to reflect high

suffocate,” said Utah State University Profes-

energy sunlight and stay cooler,” Kjelgren

sor Roger Kjelgren. “If there’s too much wa-

said. “The other parent grows in rivers.”

ter in the soil, that means there’s no air, and
the roots need air.”

Roundleaf
Buffaloberry

Kjelgren said neither of the parent plants
grow particularly well in nursery conditions.

Unlike its parents, the hybrid shrub grows
easily in nursery conditions.
“We’ve found that it propagates very easily,” Kjelgren said. “We can take cuttings and
get it to root in two weeks.”
The hybrid also seems to have gotten each

Finding plants that are resistant to drought,

In fact, the desert-loving roundleaf buffalober-

but that can also survive the sprinkler systems

ry, which is found only near Torrey, grew so

“It has more of the aesthetic qualities of

of suburban Utah is important to reducing wa-

poorly and slowly in artificial conditions —

this roundleaf buffaloberry, particularly the

ter consumption in the state. To engineer a plant

despite various fertilizer treatments and other

very blue rounded leaves. In fact, it’s so blue

that could do just that, researchers in the De-

techniques — that researchers gave up on

it almost shimmers in the sunlight, so it’s re-

partment of Plants, Soils, and Climate at USU,

trying to propagate it.

ally quite attractive,” Kjelgren said.

of its parent’s best traits.

including Heidi Kratsch, now at the University

“We take cuttings, we grow seedlings

While the plant got its good looks from its

of Nevada, crossed two plants of the same ge-

and then they die, and we have no idea why,”

desert-loving parent, it got its hardiness from

nus that come from very different backgrounds.

Kjelgren said. “After a point you just give up.”

the riverside silver buffaloberry.
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“As far as we can tell the hybrid seems to
be a lot more tolerant, so it can handle the
extreme conditions of the urban landscape
more effectively,” Kjelgren said.
The hybrid plant also inherited special adaptations from each of its parents that allow
Photo: Roger Kjelgren

it to reduce water lost through its leaves, including tiny bumps on the leaves that reflect
sunlight and a layer of fine hair that decreases
transpiration rates. Kjelgren said he’s happy
the plant’s Utah roots can be highlighted in
its new name: Shepherdia x utahensis.
“Both parents are found here, so it honors our native habitat and it creates a more
diverse environment,” Kjelgren said.
Kjelgren hopes to patent the plants and
garner interest from Utah nurseries. Sales of
the plants would support further research to
bring other native and well-adapted plants to
Utah landscapes. – ET

Contact Info:
Roger Kjelgren
Roger.Kjelgren@usu.edu

The hybrid plant also
inherited special adaptations from each
of its parents that
allow it to reduce
water lost through its
leaves, including tiny
bumps on the leaves
that reflect sunlight
and a layer of fine
hair that decreases
transpiration rates.
8
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Photo: Gary Neuenswander

Photo: Roger Kjelgren

Utah Buffaloberry (top) fits beautifully
with other landscape plants that need little
water, like the fire chalice (Zauschneria).
An electron microscope’s view of a leaf
(right) reveals a structure like a crowd of
tiny umbrellas that shade the leaf ’s surface,
helping it retain moisture. Roger Kjelgren
(below) inspects plants currently being tested
at the UAES Greenville Research Farm.

Photo: Gary Neuenswander
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Utah is a doubly harsh environment for plants. Hot, dry summers and bitterly cold winters mean only the toughest trees,
shrubs and flowers survive. Incorporating native plants into
urban landscapes is one way to ensure plants will make it
through the extremes of the year, but it’s not as simple as transplanting a sapling from its canyon home into a suburban yard.

A

ccording to Utah State University Professor and Extension Specialist Larry Rupp, the genetic diversity that
keeps wild plant populations healthy doesn’t necessarily make for good landscaping stock.

Volume 68 Issue 2 / 2014
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“Every fall
there’s an absolutely spectacular
show of color.
Everybody wants
to go see the
maples and yet
very, very few of
them are grown
in our home
landscapes.”
—Larry Rupp

5

TIPS FOR PLANTING TREES

1. More trees die from being over watered than under watered in Utah.
Make sure to know how much water
your variety of tree needs.
2. Just because your tree is native, doesn’t
mean it can survive without water.
Watering is especially important in a
tree’s first few years in the landscape
when it is getting established.
3. Know the correct depth to plant your
tree. Plant no deeper than where the
roots begin to flair to avoid disease.
10
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4. Select trees with deep root systems
to avoid the need to water frequently.
Water your tree for longer periods but
less often to promote the growth of
deep roots.
5. Planting anything — from grass to
flowers — around the base of a tree
only creates a competition for water
resources.

“Wild trees haven’t been improved from a

native plants in the wild, propagating superior

quest it,” Rupp said. “The challenge becomes

horticultural standpoint,” Rupp said. “Many

clones is the common model for trees used in

that garden centers, and rightly so, tend to

are very genetically diverse. Some of them

landscaping to ensure that what a customer

stock the plants that people want to buy, but

are pretty nice, but some of them are less

sees in the nursery or their neighbor’s yards

people tend to buy the plants they see in the

desirable for a landscape situation.”

is what they get when they purchase it.

garden center. It’s a catch-22, a paradox that

Knowing how tall a tree is going to be when

After the trees had been successfully graft-

it matures, for instance, is very important in

ed, Rupp turned to other propagation techniques

landscape planning. Rupp said consumers

that allow simpler methods of production.

Rupp said the current goal is to trademark
the best of the bigtooth maples he and the

and landscape architects need plants with

“Instead of grafting, we wanted to see if

other researches have spent years producing.

known qualities so they can match them to

we could propagate them by cuttings, which

Trademarking the tree will allow the research

their best use.

is simply cutting off a shoot and inducing it to

program to collect royalties with each plant

form roots,” Rupp said.

sold, and provide a funding stream for the de-

“They want to know it’s going to be red
in the fall, or 20 or 30 feet tall, or if it will be

It turns out that working with native plants

velopment of other native Utah plants.

is never simple, but by using techniques such

“Another advantage of trademarking is

One way to select desirable trees is to go

as growing cuttings in the dark and mound

that it allows us a means of offering a named

into the forest and look for mature ones that

layering parent plants, Rupp is now moving

product that people can identify with,” Rupp

already have the traits desired in the final

closer to having a plant that can be grown in

said. “Then they can say, ‘This is not just an-

product. This can be quicker and less expen-

nurseries across the state.

other maple, it’s a specific maple that has

resistant to disease,” he said.

Photo: Larry Rupp

we have to overcome with education.”

sive than formal plant breeding programs,

“We’re trying very old, traditional horticul-

especially for plants that take as long to grow

ture techniques with native woody plants that

Giving people something to identify with

as native trees. Along with his colleagues,

have never been propagated that way before

and a name to request may make the big-

Rupp is working on developing a nursery-ready

to see if they work,” Rupp said. “Hopefully we

tooth maple’s jump from the Utah Agricultur-

bigtooth maple through this process.

can come up with a system that’s efficient

al Experiment Station nursery to front yards

special characteristics.’”

The bigtooth maple (Acer grandidentatum)

and economical enough that people in Utah

across the region a little easier. And in the fu-

is found throughout much of the West, and is

can start growing some of these plants for

ture, it will be among the beautiful plants that

well adapted to our local conditions. Bigtooth

sale and use in the landscape industry.”

help Utah’s water stretch a little farther as the

maple is considered a cousin of the eastern

Despite all of the effort that has been put

sugar maple and is best known in the state

into producing a yard-ready bigtooth maple,

for its bright fall foliage, Rupp said, which is

much more work will have to be done to get it

one of the reasons the researchers chose to

into local nurseries so people can begin plant-

work on bringing it out of the forest and into

ing it in their yards.

suburban Utah.

“People tend to plant things in their land-

“Every fall there’s an absolutely spectacular

scape that they are familiar with and that

show of color,” Rupp said. “Everybody wants

they’ve seen, so, if you come up with a new

to go see the maples and yet very, very few

plant and nobody’s ever seen it, very few peo-

of them are grown in our home landscapes.”

ple are going to walk into a nursery and re-

arid state’s population grows. – ET

Contact Info:
Larry Rupp
Larry.Rupp@usu.edu

Rupp’s work on maples began in 1999.
Skipping the slow and painstaking process of
breeding new trees, the researchers decided
to search forests from as far south as Parowan all the way up through southern Idaho for
trees with brilliant red fall foliage, attractive
forms and a minimum of pests. Once a superior selection was identified, Rupp said the
problem became getting a clone of the wild
Photo: Gary Neuenswander

selection established in USU nurseries so
that it can be further propagated. This was
done by collecting budwood and grafting buds
onto seedling rootstocks in the nursery. The
trees that grow from each bud retain the exact genetic traits of the parent tree so its qual-

Photo: Larry Rupp

ities are preserved. While genetic variability
is essential for robust, healthy populations of

Larry Rupp examines maple trees at the UAES Greenville Research Farm.
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We

Can’t See

Managing
water

for a city, state or region, should begin
with knowing how much water there is
to manage. That sounds straightforward,
but it’s not an easy calculation.

Illustration: Elizabeth Lord

C

ertainly, the amount of precipitation

ban landscapes are very different systems,

and whether it fell as rain or snow is a

and require new approaches.

part of the equation. But in order

“It’s the frontier of water resource man-

for the best science to shape policies and

big

agement,” Hipps said. “Meteorologists, cli-

procedures, managing water also takes into

matologists and plant scientists have been

account how much water is evaporating from

working on the problem for some time, but

vegetation and soils and also accounts for the

with better satellites, imaging, sensors and

volume of groundwater that most parts of

scientific techniques we can make much bet-

Utah rely upon — water we can’t see. That

ter estimates in near real time.”

means considering water at many different

Hipps and his colleagues are doing the

phases of its cycle, from the atmosphere to

proof-of-concept work with satellite imag-

deep underground.

ing and measurements on the ground as a

Managing water has always been import-

foundation for more extensive research and

ant in the arid West, and even in parts of the

ultimately an operational product that will

region that aren’t typically as dry. But growing

help water managers and policy makers. The

populations and changing climate featuring

team, which brings together plant, water and

more frequent extreme weather events make

climate scientists, was organized by Roger

good management more critical than ever.

Kjelgren, USU professor of plant science, and

Larry Hipps, professor of climate science

is using satellite images of urban landscapes

at Utah State University, has worked on wa-

along the urbanized Wasatch Front. Hipps

ter use in agricultural and rangeland systems

points out that “urban” in this case doesn’t

for more than 30 years, and is currently de-

just mean the middle of a city with its abun-

veloping and testing ways to examine and

dant concrete and asphalt. The study area

measure how much water is “lost” by urban

includes roads, homes, sidewalks, lawns,

landscapes (lawns, parks etc.) by evaporation

shopping centers, gardens and parks, all the

and transpiration. Most current mathematical

components of urban and suburban life. It’s

models for calculating evapotranspiration (ET)

a lot different measuring ET there than in ag-

are based on agricultural crops and soils. Ur-

ricultural fields with acres of a single type of

“I think of groundwater
like a retirement or
savings account.
When someone runs
into financial difficulty,
in the short term they
can get by spending
some of that account.
But eventually that will
run out and you’re not
just in trouble right then,
you’ve also spent away
your future.” — Larry Hipps

crop and well-understood soil. The work also

through the extremes. That’s why their work

creased and are projected to decrease with

involves instruments on the ground to help

to build better climate models is so critical for

a rate proportional to the rate of climate

verify the satellite data. Hipps pointed out

projecting and planning water supply, Wang

warming. Not just warming here in Utah, but

that reliable “measurements” of ET require

said. For example, their models show an over-

because overall the Pacific warms and chang-

sophisticated instruments and complex cal-

all wetter future for California, but it’s a wet-

es the pattern of our precipitation.”

culations because there is, as yet, no single

ter-than-average decade punctuated by years

instrument that can measure it.

of intense drought.

The result is that pumping groundwater
without thought to how or if it will recharge is

“As water supply has more and more trou-

Wang and Hipps agree that recent severe

not sustainable, especially since demand for

ble keeping up with demand, the first thing

droughts that have dried out much of Califor-

water will increase as the population grows.

you need to know for sure is how much water

nia should be regarded as cautionary tales for

Hipps said unregulated pumping in California

we are getting then what are we doing with

Utahns, especially with regard to groundwa-

is understandable in the short term because

it,” Hipps said. “Uncertainty in future water

ter. Hipps and Wang noted that climate and

farms need water and if it’s not coming from

supply makes it even more important to know

hydrology above and below ground are all part

the sky, they will pump it from the ground.

those things.”

of the same puzzle. The Utah Climate Center

“I think of groundwater like a retirement or

Hipps and colleague Simon Wang, USU

has used a combined observation and model-

savings account,” Hipps said. “When some-

assistant professor of climate science, point

ing method to project groundwater depletion

one runs into financial difficulty, in the short

out that climate change is exposing more un-

in Utah.

term they can get by spending some of that

knowns about our water supply, and that ex-

“Groundwater is going to be the ultimate

account. But eventually that will run out and

treme weather events will make management

water resource,” Wang said. “In Utah, all

you’re not just in trouble right then, you’ve

even more challenging. Climatologists know

but two counties tap more than 75 percent

also spent away your future.”

that drought and excessive precipitation are

of groundwater, mostly for agriculture. The

Wang said that in California, groundwater

cyclical in the arid West, but the extremes are

groundwater reservoirs should be replen-

levels and the climate wet and dry cycles

becoming more pronounced and more fre-

ished every year, but their levels have de-

have gone hand in hand, rising and falling in

quent. Just out of curiosity, Hipps plotted precipitation values from 1896 through 2014 in
California’s Sacramento Basin. He picked the
the nation’s salad bowl and fruit basket, and
the impacts of extreme drought there reach
across the country to restaurants, grocery
stores and family dinner tables. The graph
that resulted from those data shows a fairly
tidy cluster around the average that would be
considered “normal” precipitation, or what
he terms a “basin of attraction.” However,
in recent decades the oscillations of dry and
wet are growing larger, meaning more severe
droughts and heavier wet episodes. Most of
the extreme dry and wet periods have been
since 1976.
This exercise further illustrated what Utah
Climate Center scientists have found before,
that our “normal” isn’t normal in the context
of historical and paleoclimate evidence and
that those extreme wet and dry cycles make
average temperatures and average precipitation poor planning tools. In fact, Hipps has
found that northern Utah has three separate
basins of attraction for precipitation: a large
wet one and dry one, and a small “neutral
(in between) and the state’s climate cycles

14
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Hipps plotted precipitation highs
and lows from 1896 through 2014
in California’s Sacramento Basin.
The resulting graph shows a fairly
tidy cluster around a central
“attractor” representing the area’s
normal precipitation, and most of
the extreme dry and wet periods
have been since 1976. This exercise
further illustrated what Utah
Climate Center scientists have
found before, that our “normal” isn’t
normal in the context of historical
and paleoclimate evidence.
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location because California’s Central Valley is

600
400
200
0
-200
-400
-600
-800
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-1,200
0

“Groundwater is going
to be the ultimate
water resource.
In Utah, all but two
counties tap more than

75%

of groundwater. The
groundwater reservoirs
should be replenished
every year, but their levels
are projected to decrease.”
— Simon Wang

the same year (with a slight seasonal lag). But

limits to water imposed by the climate,” Hipps

and in preparation for increasing uncertainty

data from satellites and hundreds of wells re-

said. “This is a realm where supply does not

of expected water supply. – LH

vealed that over the past 15 years, there has

respond to demand!”

been a significant lag in groundwater recharg-

Water managers, policy makers and water

ing after a drought, meaning that groundwa-

users — in short, everyone — faces a future

Contact Info:

ter levels continue to decline for another year

where there will be changes in water supply

Larry Hipps

or longer even after precipitation increases.

and the ways it is used. Emerging knowl-

Lawrence.Hipps@usu.edu

“Rapid population growth and current lev-

edge of Utah’s climate will help in planning

els of water use in Utah will clash with the

for short-term and long-term drought cycles,

1940
2014
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Data: Larry Hipps and Simon Wang
Graph Design: Elizabeth Lord

1941 1996
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PAY IN DROPS AND DOLLARS

or sagebrush is a common sight in
Utah. Despite the state’s naturally

arid landscape, Utah homeowners pour more
water onto their lawns than they use in their
homes for showering, cooking and flushing
put together.
At the same time, precipitation in the state
is falling increasingly as rain instead of snow.
More rain and less snow creates a problem
in the peak of the summer, when there isn’t
enough white stuff left in the mountains
to feed the rivers that carry water to fields
and lawns. For now, most lawns continue
to look green and lush during the summer,
but with growing demand for water colliding
with shrinking supply, researchers are busying trying to help landowners better manage
their landscapes.
Making smarter landscaping choices
doesn’t mean landowners need to get rid of
grass altogether. Extension Specialist and
Professor of Plant Science Kelly Kopp explained that there are ways to decrease water
consumption without turning to xeriscaping.
“Often, people don’t realize that they are
overwatering their landscapes,” Kopp said.
“Grasses, in particular, can be watered excessively without showing obvious signs of
damage. Over time, weed encroachment and
nutrient deficiencies in lawns can be indicators of overwatering, but our goal is to help
Utahns before they get to that point. By watering lawns and landscapes appropriately
and efficiently, water is saved and all of the
benefits of lawns and landscapes are also
preserved.”
The Slow the Flow Water Check program
began 15 years ago, with Kopp joining in
2005. Since then, she’s watched the program
grow, giving more and more people an opportunity to be water conscious. As part of
an audit, trained interns visit the properties
of residents who have signed up to take part
in the Water Check program. They inspect

As part of an
audit, trained
interns visit the
properties of
residents who
have signed up
to take part in
the Water Check
program. They
inspect the
sprinkler system
and conduct a
cup test, placing
plastic containers
around the yard
and measuring
how long it takes
the sprinklers to
apply the ideal
amount of water
needed for
healthy grass.
Once the
inspection is
complete and
water measurements taken, the
interns produce
an irrigation
schedule for the
landowner.

“We are approaching 11,000 residential irrigation audits and somewhere in the neighborhood of 500 commercial or institutional
irrigation audits,” Kopp said. “We’ve been
growing by between 50 and 100 participants
per year. The interns leave each household
with a customized irrigation schedule based
on their landscape, irrigation controller and
historic climate data.”
The program has the goal of getting people
to use water more wisely, but it also has the
benefit of saving landowners money. Data
collected from homes, schools and businesses that have gone through the water auditing process in the City of Sandy shows each
landowner saved 111,000 gallons of water
per year, equaling over $2,100 of savings per
household. Data collected from Salt Lake City
shows a similar savings of 64,000 gallons of
water a year, equaling $700 of savings for
each participating resident.
Determining whether these changes in
landscape irrigation and the resulting savings
last is one question Water Check researchers
are trying to answer.
“We keep monitoring them for years subsequent to their participation because one
of the big things we’re trying to figure out is
do they save any water and then how long
does that savings go on,” Kopp said. “Is it
something that continues over time or is it
something that maybe falls off after a couple
of years?”
Working with local water conservancy districts, researchers in the Water Check program have acquired billing data from individuals who have received an audit.
“We have a huge database associated with
this program, I mean huge,” Kopp explained.
The research team is working through putting this massive dataset in a format that allows them to better utilize it in the context of
the data they’ve spent years collecting. It also
means the line of communication between
homeowners and researchers can be main-

the sprinkler system and conduct a cup test,

tained beyond the one-time, on-site audit,

placing plastic containers around the yard

potentially increasing the impact of the initial

and measuring how long it takes the sprin-

water audit.

klers to apply the ideal amount of water need-

“They can opt into a program where we

ed for healthy grass. Once the inspection is

will contact them by email when they need

complete and water measurements taken,

to be changing their irrigation schedule,”

the interns produce an irrigation schedule for

Kopp said. “Our general recommendations

the landowner.

involve changing an irrigation schedule
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G

reen grass surrounded by red desert

roughly monthly. A lot of folks have trouble
with that.”
Kopp said she’s hopeful that sending a
monthly update to landowners will keep
them on track to saving water and money.
“I think they are more likely to do it than to
go back to the information we handed them
on a paper months ago,” Kopp said.

The program has th
water more wisely,
saving landowners

Beyond a new database, those involved
with Water Check have been busy improving
how they collect data with one-time funding
they received from the Utah State Legislature in 2014.
“We are now moving to collecting data on
tablets and providing an instant upload of that
data to our database,” Kopp said. “All of these
improvements mean that we will be able to
analyze the results of our program much more
quickly than we ever have before, providing
opportunities for program evaluation and
improvements in real-time,” Kopp said. “Improving the data collection and management
of the program will also allow us to expand
our program efforts to include identification
of and communication with individuals who
have the most capacity to conserve water by
improving landscape irrigation efficiency.”
As the Water Check program moves into
the future, its modernized collection and
communication methods will help ensure
that those involved with the program stick
with their watering schedules, and help save

Salt Lake City
Public Utilities
64
Cumulative savings (in thousands of gallons): 1,141,384
Cumulative $ saved per household: $729.27
Total cumulative $ saved: $1,700,662.26
Average annual savings (in thousands of gallons):

precious water across the state. – ET

Contact Info:
Kelly Kopp
Kelly.Kopp@usu.edu

COOKING
FLUSHING
SHOWERING
LAWNS
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e goal of getting people to use
but it also has the benefit of
money.

Sandy City
111
Cumulative savings (in thousands of gallons): 773,365
Cumulative $ saved per household: $2,153.67
Total cumulative $ saved: $1,871,542.38
Average annual savings (in thousands of gallons):

Utah homeowners pour
more water onto their lawns
than they use in their homes
for showering, cooking and
flushing put together.
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Utah State University

Water
Conservation
Initiative
The Utah Agricultural Experiment Station and
Utah State University Extension have unique
dual capabilities in research and outreach,
including classes, online and printed resources, workshops, statewide centers and faculty,
Master Gardeners, demonstration gardens and collaborative projects with other public
gardens that educate and enrich lives.

Watering landscapes uses the most residential and municipal water in Utah:
more than we use to clean ourselves, our homes, our clothes, and more than we
use for drinking or cooking. Yards and gardens are where most Utahns can make
the biggest reductions in their water use, and that doesn’t mean tearing out all the turf or
landscaping with gravel.
The Utah Legislature provided one-time funding for an array of water conser-

vation projects during its 2014 session. Researchers and educators have used that
money strategically to address specific problems and leverage existing USU strengths
and Extension resources to benefit people across the state.
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Water Use in Home and
Community Gardens
Utahns in rural, suburban and urban areas are gardeners. We grow fruits, vegetables, flowers and herbs for ourselves, our families and as small business
ventures. Gardens require different amounts of water than turfgrass and trees.

Objectives: Measuring water applied to gardens through flood or surface

irrigation and evaluating what plants require, then educating gardeners about
more efficient irrigation methods.
In the past year, water was metered at gardens in nine Utah counties. The
least efficient water use was surface irrigation from secondary water systems.
There are opportunities to conserve substantial amounts of water by converting from flood to drip irrigation and maintaining productive gardens.

What’s Next: Scientists and engineers are examining irrigation data from

2014 and analyzing aerial images to determine the amount of land devoted
to gardens in urban areas. The researchers will use the data to determine potential water savings for the state and use USU Extension, Master Gardener
mentors and other channels to teach Utahns about more efficient methods.
Greater conservation will be vital to home gardeners in the event of water restrictions that could be needed during periods of extreme drought like those
documented in Utah’s past.
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The Water Check Program
The USU Extension Water Check Program provides free sprinkler system tests
for homeowners and businesses, measuring the amount of water landscapes
receive and providing individual watering schedules.

Objectives:

Reducing the amount of water that is wasted when landscapes are irrigated and helping people save water and money.
With funding provided last year, Water Check has developed a mobile app to
aid in collecting data, calculating complicated equations to determine irrigation needs, and produced educational materials for home and business owners in the program. The app helps avoid human error in data collection and
improves the quality of data. Better data means better recommendations for
how to water landscapes without wasting water.

What’s Next:

With further funding, this technology and the Water Check
program will be refined and expanded to serve more people throughout the state.

Enhancing Water Education
USU Water Quality Extension provides rich water education opportunities for
Utah teachers and is expanding that effort to reach more teachers and families with Make a Splash in Utah.

Objectives: Providing training to teachers and families to build awareness
and promote wise stewardship of water for agriculture, urban landscapes,
recreation, animal habitat and drinking.

Pilot programs are targeting teachers and families in Weber, Davis, Utah
and Summit counties with teacher education workshops, classroom science
supplies, fun and educational family activities at the USU Botanical Center,
Ogden Botanical Gardens, Thanksgiving Point and the Swaner EcoCenter.
These programs are based on proven education practices that engage
children (and adults) in directly applying STEM skills in the natural world.

What’s Next:

Ongoing funding will expand Make a Splash in Utah
throughout the state to educate more teachers, students and families about
the quality and quantity of Utah’s water and promote wise stewardship.
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WaterMAPS
WaterMAPS software developed at USU allows water suppliers to analyze
customers’ use and how much water they could conserve in their existing
landscapes.

Objectives:

Combining satellite images of properties in a water district/
municipality with data on plants’ water needs and comparing amounts of
water used to actual needs. Also, improving methods for calculating the water
needs of various plants.
WaterMAPS lets water suppliers tailor conservation education messages and
can allow individuals to track their own water use and potential savings of
water and money. The Jordan Valley (JVWCD) and the Weber Basin (WBWCD)
Water Conservancy Districts are using WaterMAPS to identify customers who
have the greatest potential for water saving. Related to this project is research
to better define the amounts of water landscape plants require because current estimates are based on methods used for managing irrigated crops.

What’s Next:

The JVWCD will make WaterMAPS software a routine
component of its billing structure and the WBWCD will expand its initial test
population of 1,000 customers to its 30,000+ customers. These two districts
will become models for other water suppliers, and WaterMAPS will be made
available to more Utah water suppliers. The software is being refined and
customized for both potable and secondary water systems. Research to develop more precise methods of calculating how much water landscape plants
require will be expanded.
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The Center for
Water-Efficient Landscaping
The Center for Water-Efficient Landscaping (CWEL) brings together researchers from different disciplines to address complex questions about how
to conserve water in Utah landscapes. Faculty, assisted by graduate and
undergraduate students, are engaged in numerous projects that have progressed to various stages. Among them are:

Locating desirable, drought-tolerant native plants and
discovering ways to grow them in quantities that make
them commercially viable for the nursery industry to
produce. Several plants are now ready for commercial propagation and

are being introduced to industry along with Nurturing Natives: A Guide to Vegetative Propagation of Native Woody Plants in Utah, a book of “recipes” for
the nursery industry and hobbyist interested in growing native plants.

Understanding the genetics of grasses and breeding
new varieties that are tolerant to drought and salinity.

Researchers are evaluating 82 varieties of Kentucky bluegrass and 116 of tall
fescue. Their data will be available in spring 2015. This effort could expand
with additional technicians working in more parts of the state and in a cooperative agreement with The Ridge Golf Course to evaluate real conditions on
the Wasatch Front.

Evaluating irrigation controllers that use climate and
weather sensors to regulate turning sprinklers on
and off. Results show potential water savings of 50% when these controllers are used. These findings will be used in Extension education and Master
Gardener mentoring efforts throughout the state and published in journals
for scientists, landscape professionals and water managers.
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Determining the water needs of turfgrasses.

Eighty-two
experimental varieties of bluegrass and 116 tall fescues were grown at the
Utah Agricultural Experiment Station’s Greenville Research Farm where they
are subjected to drought and salinity stress to determine which perform best.
Recommendations will be made for turf that needs little or no irrigation. Identifying important genes and developing drought-tolerant hybrids will continue.

Publishing Combinations for Conservation: A Guide to
Proven Plant Material Combinations for Low-Water
Landscaping. This book will be available online and as a mobile app

to guide people in purchasing small groups of specific plants for new and
existing landscapes that require little irrigation. It will benefit homeowners
by simplifying plant selection and benefit the nursery industry as customers
purchase more than just single plants.

Reconstructing Utah’s climate history.

Involves a team of
scientists from The Utah Climate Center and other institutions who are producing
tools for Utah water managers. Reconstructing Utah’s Climate picture back to more
than 100 years will aid state and municipal water managers in planning contingencies
for extreme droughts which have periodically occurred in the region.

What’s Next: Continued funding will expand efforts to share information

about water conservation to people in Utah and beyond. It will help scientists
optimize their efforts to build on existing lines of research and respond to arising questions. It will also support valuable learning opportunities for student
researchers.
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FIGHTING A

BATTLE
Photos: Gary Neuenswander

WITH SCIENCE

P

aul Johnson figured that studying horticultural science meant the research
side of his career would primarily

be about plants. But Johnson’s research inter-

est is grass — turfgrass, specifically — and it
turns out people have some strong feelings
about turfgrass and deeply held ideas (and
habits) when it comes to caring for it. So his
efforts to breed grasses that require little
irrigation and to determine water - saving

Grass:
• Needs lots of water in order
to survive
• Must be treated with lots of
fertilizer to survive
• Requires herbicides and
pesticides

measures for maintaining existing turf con-

• Is a wimpy plant

tinue, complimented by efforts to connect

• Is bad for the environment

people with better information and influence
their behavior.

• For lawns, must be bluegrass

“People are drawn to grass and that
“People who say turf is bad say that it

landscapes,” Johnson said. “But people have

needs all these inputs to survive,” Johnson

a lot of misconceptions about grass. In fact,

said. “It doesn’t.”

I’m reorganizing how I teach courses so we

He and his colleagues in Utah State Univer-

start by addressing the misconceptions be-

sity’s Center for Water-Efficient Landscaping

cause I find that people think they already

are especially concerned about the belief that

know things about turf so they don’t listen.”

grass must be watered frequently and heav-

Here are a few of the
mistaken beliefs he is
up against.
Photos: Gary Neuenswander

Paul Johnson and
Sean Bushman
are testing new
turf varieties and
examining the genes
that lead to hybrid
bluegrasses that are
more tolerant to
drought and salinity.

attraction dictates a lot of what we do in

ily or it will die. Utahns use an abundance of
water on their landscapes, which typically
includes of a lot of Kentucky bluegrass. But
even here in a high desert, bluegrass doesn’t
require as much water as most people think it
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LAST SUMMER,

“TURFGRASS IS VERY T
THING. . . IT’S A PROBL
LOOKS BAD, PEOPLE T
does. Even if it looks a bit dry for a few days,
it’s not going to die.
In one experiment at the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station’s Greenville Research
Farm, plots of different grasses were dried
out completely. When they were irrigated
again the next growing season, nearly all
the grasses came back. The exception was
a few of the fine fescues.
“You can turn the water off for the two or
three months when you are normally irrigating and when you turn it on again nearly everything comes back,” Johnson said. “In year

EXPERIMENTAL VARIETIES
OF KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS
AND

116 TALL FESCUES

WERE GROWN AT THE RESEARCH

FARM. DATA WAS GATHERED

ABOUT TEMPERATURE AND
PRECIPITATION, THE TURF’S
QUALITY, APPEARANCE AND
ABILITY TO RECOVER FROM
DROUGHT STRESS.
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two it doesn’t do as well. It’s like it has used
its resources surviving the previous year. But
we found in some other work that even a
quarter to a half an inch of water during summer will keep the plants dormant, but able
to survive.”
The idea that grass is a “wimpy” plant that
must be pampered just doesn’t hold true,
Johnson said. Think about how people use
lawns, parks and playing fields. They walk,
lie down, put up tents and cabanas, play Ultimate Frisbee and football. Grass regularly
gets chopped off, is expected to recover and
replenish, and it manages to do that all while
looking inviting, holding soil in place and cooling the environment. But one of its great resiliency traits causes a problem.
“Turfgrass is very tolerant of overwatering,
and that is not a great thing,” Johnson
said. “If you overwater a tree or flower bed,
the plants die. It’s a problem because if
something is wrong with grass and it looks
bad, people think that the cure is to give it
more water.”

TOLERANT OF OVERWATERING, AND THAT IS NOT A GREAT
LEM BECAUSE IF SOMETHING IS WRONG WITH GRASS AND IT
THINK THAT THE CURE IS TO GIVE IT MORE WATER.” — Paul Johnson
The problem could be insects, poor soil,

ity, appearance and ability to recover from

learned a lot from Shaun because he knows

or compacted soil or even too much shade.

drought stress. Some show promise, but

the genetics, and he’s learning a lot about

But most people ignore the causes and just

5-years-worth of data is typically required as a

how grasses have to perform out in the real

give the grass more water, which can make it

basis for recommendations on which lines are

world in different landscapes.”

worse because the struggling roots get less

most stress tolerant.

of the oxygen they need.

Grasses that are more tolerant of drought

In another aspect of his research, Johnson

and salt are of special interest to people who

As far as some of the other inputs that peo-

collaborates with Shaun Bushman, research-

manage parks and golf courses, where the

ple generally believe grass requires in abun-

er at the USDA Forage and Range Research

turf’s appearance and performance are vital

dance, like fertilizer and herbicides, Johnson

Laboratory and adjunct assistant professor

even when managers must work with irriga-

recommends being more deliberate than

in USU’s Department of Biology, to discover

tion restrictions or use lower quality water.

habitual. Typically, turf doesn’t need multiple

more about bluegrass genetics, which could

Genetics research begins in the greenhouse

fertilizer treatments every year. Heavily used

lead to hybrids that are especially drought

and lab, but greenhouse conditions are not

areas of parks or playing fields require more

and/or salinity tolerant. Bluegrass is the main

like parks and golf courses where tempera-

than one fertilizer application, but your lawn

interest, but perennial ryegrass is also used in

tures fluctuate widely, soils are less than ide-

doesn’t. In home landscapes, one application

part as a model because more is known about

al and rain may fall at any time, or not. Plots

of fertilizer in the fall is all that’s needed. The

the species’ genetic identity and function.

of many of the grasses that were tested in

grass will be fine, and stormwater runoff will

In previous years, beginning in 2005, the

the greenhouse have been growing at the

have lower concentrations of chemicals to

researchers have tested grasses in the green-

research farm where it’s more difficult to de-

carry away. Got weeds that bother you? Spot

house where cones of soil planted with the

termine how tolerant they are to drought and

applications of the right herbicide are less

grass were submersed into solutions with

salt because of climate variables, but how

expensive and easier on the environment

varying concentrations of salt. They found sig-

they perform in the field is the real test.

than treating the whole lawn.

nificant differences in how well the grasses

Of course, the other test of how drought-

Most of Johnson’s experimental turf plots

faired, and those demonstrating the greatest

tolerant turf performs and what water-saving

at the UAES Greenville Research Farm in

potential were used in further tests. Genes

benefits it provides comes back to how peo-

North Logan, Utah, look like a giant quilt of

involved in the salt tolerance were also ex-

ple care for it. Turfgrass is not the enemy in

squares in subtly different shades of green.

amined and that information, combined

the battle to conserve water. But to make it

Some of them are part of the National Turf-

with new understanding of the grasses’

sustainable and an asset in home landscapes,

grass Evaluation Program that tests vari-

physiological responses to drought and salt,

try playing on it and enjoying it more and

ous types of major grass species in places

is helping to identify the specific types of

watering it less. – LH

throughout the country, exposing them to

bluegrass that would be especially beneficial

widely varying conditions. Not surprisingly,

to people and challenging environments.

Utah is a site of many drought tolerance stud-

“We examine how they respond to stress

ies in which irrigation is restricted. Last sum-

in their appearance, in physiological traits and

mer, 82 experimental varieties of Kentucky

changes in gene expression,” Johnson said.

bluegrass and 116 tall fescues were grown at

“Once they are stressed, we want to know

the research farm. Data was gathered about

how the plant is responding as far as which

temperature and precipitation, the turf’s qual-

genes are turned on and turned off. I’ve

Contact Info:
Paul Johnson
Paul.Johnson@usu.edu
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The
Untapped
Potential
of Water
Conservation

U

tah’s central water challenge is how
to accommodate a growing population and economy while maintaining

a healthy natural environment in an era of resource constraints. The state confronts both
limited water supplies and increasingly scarce
public sector financing for water infrastructure. Simultaneously promoting both water
and financial efficiencies can help deal with
these resource constraints. Accounting for
and justifying how water is used and money
is spent are critical components of addressing
Utah’s water-related growth challenges.
Water management in Utah has traditionally
focused on building engineered infrastructure
to capture, store, treat and distribute water
supplies. This approach depended on large
public subsidies that made water readily accessible for a wide variety of human uses.
However, new paleoclimate data and climate

by

Joanna Endter-Wada

Associate Professor of Natural Resource
and Environmental Policy and Director of the
Urban Water Conservation Research Lab
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modeling reveal the potential for longer, more
severe droughts and higher variability and uncertainty in future water supplies. At the same
time, ecological research is documenting the
impacts that growing human use of freshwater supplies has on other species that need
water for survival. Increased scientific under-

standing of our region’s water realities empha-

is replaced. Realizing these efficiencies, how-

Water-Efficient Landscaping (CWEL) bring

sizes the need to live within its water budget

ever, will depend on water policies and man-

together unique research and outreach capa-

and achieve savings necessary for longer-term

agement strategies that carefully sequence,

bilities to analyze the plants, irrigation tech-

water security.

prioritize and create synergies between water

nologies, human behaviors, yard designs and

conservation, optimization, redesign of exist-

site features that shape urban landscape wa-

ing infrastructure and new water projects.

ter use. Better understanding of intersections

Today, Utah has one of the highest per capita water use rates in the nation. Water conservation has important untapped potential

Even though agriculture uses approximately

among social, ecological and engineered as-

to help manage water demand and yield sig-

75 percent of Utah’s developed water supplies,

pects of the urban environment is being used

nificant future water supplies. Many cities in

water is being reallocated from agricultural to

to promote landscape water conservation

the western United States have dramatically

municipal use as the state’s economy changes.

without reducing the quality of life important

reduced total water consumption even in the

Municipal water conservation is a vital compo-

to Utah’s citizens.

face of rapid population growth. Propelled to

nent of Utah’s water future for several reasons.

One example of this interdisciplinary sci-

action by water shortages, their conservation

Urban water use is a rapidly growing percent-

ence is Water Management Analysis and

successes are based on strategically invest-

age of total water use in Utah. Geographic

Planning Software, or WaterMAPS™ (water-

ing in and implementing water conservation

concentration of the state’s highly urbanized

maps.usu.edu), a unique analytic software

programs and policies that include concerted

population, primarily in the Wasatch Range

application to aid water suppliers and citizens

public education and outreach efforts, inno-

Metropolitan Area and Washington County,

in managing water demand. WaterMAPS™

vative pricing structures, new technologies,

requires large transfers of water that can neg-

analyzes and monitors capacity to conserve

low water landscaping, and various mandates.

atively impact outlying rural areas and natural

water applied to urban landscapes by compar-

These successes have often reduced, delayed

ecosystems. Urban water use is generally less

ing actual water use to estimated landscape

or eliminated many cities’ need for expensive

flexible during droughts than agricultural water

water need (calculated over time using re-

new water projects.

al-time weather data). The software enables

increasing the state’s future water vulnerability.

water managers to direct and tailor conser-

its water future. Societal changes present op-

Water use expectations and behaviors become

vation programs, produce individual customer

portunities to find greater water and financial

established in the urbanization process, so how

water use reports, quantify and evaluate con-

efficiencies as water is reallocated among

water is physically converted from agricultural

servation program outcomes and encourage

different uses and aging water infrastructure

to urban use has long-term implications for fu-

appropriate landscape watering habits.

Photo: Gary Neuenswander

use where fields can be fallowed, potentially

Utah is at a critical crossroads heading into

ture water demand. Thus, planning for Utah’s

Efficiently utilizing current urban water

water future requires urban water conservation

supplies is a cost-effective prerequisite and

programs that can identify existing capacities

essential component of Utah’s future water

to conserve as well as promote future water

strategy. But water conservation science re-

use efficiencies.

quires investments to realize its full potential

The largest untapped potential for urban

to help Utah achieve both water and financial

water conservation exists in landscape water-

efficiencies. The path we choose and the in-

ing, which comprises about 60-70 percent of

vestments we make today will have long-

municipal water use. Interdisciplinary science

lasting legacies. Utah should bank on the

conducted at Utah State University is develop-

ability of its citizens to exercise good resource

ing new tools and insights that address needs

stewardship through water conservation as it

in this area. USU Extension and the Center for

debates and defines its water future.

Today, Utah has one of the
highest per capita water use
rates in the nation. Water
conservation has important
untapped potential to help
manage water demand
and yield significant future
water supplies.
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